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 Joshua Macciello, President/CEO Amici Enterprises LLC. Joshua began 
his business career on the New York Stock Exchange in 1994 where he quickly learned the ins and 
outs of managing money. He spent two years on the exchange floor before moving to Los Angeles 
to begin a career in the entertainment industry. In 2003 Joshua attended Valley College to learn 
about motion picture production.   

MACCIELLO’S CURRENT ACTIVITIES 

As President and CEO of Amici Enterprises and Amici Technologies, Joshua oversees the day-to-
day activities with special attention to marketing and sales.   

During the past three years, Joshua has focused his attention on the development of green 
technology, especially Nega-Watt technology (technology that reduces energy consumption).  
Joshua has extensive domain expertise in sustainability, energy efficiency, and renewable energy 
with emphasis on energy utility demand side management, program design, implementation, and 
support. Director/manager experience of energy technology teams.   

ENERGY-TECHNOLOGY: 

Joshua is a co-founder, President and CEO of Amici Enterprises and Amici Technologies.  The Amici 
companies are innovative, outside the box companies that combine strong veteran expertise in 
business management, technology, manufacturing and distribution combined with young, smart, 
passionate, enthusiastic minds that will introduce the world to products and services that will be 
successful for all its stakeholders.  Our stakeholders are comprised of Amici owners, employees, 
suppliers, customers, the communities we affect and, of course, Spaceship Earth.    

ARMITAL LLC: Joshua is the co-founder of Armital, LLC. Armital was formed to introduce 
“Project EggShell®”, an inexpensive, out of home advertising supported entertainment and 
information media.   EggShell will enhance the enjoyment of spectators at sports events throughout 
the world.  That includes everyone from attendees at stadiums to customers at sport-bars.    

ENTERTAINMENT: 

Joshua first worked as a talent scout on VH1’s reality television show “But Can They Sing?”, and 
later moved to the production side on the hit show “Deal or No Deal.”  In 2008 Joshua discovered 
his true interest centered on movie production and began optioning and developing scripts, ultimately 
finding himself developing a project with producers Arnold Rifkin ”Die Hard, Die Hard 2” (starring 
Bruce Willis),  Soon after, Joshua formed Lorain Avenue Production/Macciello Productions.  Joshua 
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formed Macciello Productions with Don E Scott who also is CEO of Omni Wealth. Omni Wealth is a 
wealth management company which Joshua and Scott use to finance, develop and sell projects such 
as Walkaway Joe ( Woody Harellson, David Strathairn), and, Finn (Lee Daniels, Tobey McGuire) 

Joshua owns a political drama motion picture script entitled, “Charisma”.  The screenplay was written 
by Joe Eszterhas, a highly regarded Hollywood script writer.  Joshua is now under negotiations for 
the production of Charisma. 

MACCIELLO’S PAST ACTIVITIES 

LOS ANGELES DODGERS: 
Early in 2012, Joshua made an effort to purchase the Los Angeles Dodger Baseball team.  He had 
arranged for proven funds through a large gold mining company.  For the most part, the press was 
friendly but skeptical about our bid.  Fearing a successful effort by Joshua, competitive buyers 
attacked him through an article in LA Weekly (a local, free news circular).  All the accusations were 
proven false.  (A copy of the articles and court dismissals will be provided on request.)  
EDUCATION: 
Joshua was born in Brooklyn, NY where he was a standout baseball player, ultimately recruited on 
a full scholarship to the Alabama Southern.  Following college, he was a “draft and follow” player for 
the Florida Marlins where, after his first year, an injury forced him to hang up his glove. 

PERSONAL: 

Joshua currently resides in Studio City CA with his wife Anna and his three beautiful children Nichole, 
Anthony and Joseph.   
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